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Edit Profile

DISCOVOLANTE
Current Mission: Larks' tongues, wrens' livers, chaffinch brains, jaguars' earlobes, wolf's nipple chips, dromedary pretzels, Tuscany

fried bats …

Personal Designations
edit

Germany
Berlin
Berlin
edit

Show nearby Couches

General Information

edit

DISCOVOLANTE has been vouched for

Couch available Maybe

CouchSurf requests replied to 100%

last login 19 mins ago
Korbach, Hessen, Germany ...

member since 19 October 2008

profile views 4,014

age 37

birthday 17 April
Only you can see this.

gender Male

membername DISCOVOLANTE

occupation educational psychologist / researcher

education some

grew up in Planet Claire

ethnicity Rock Lobster

My Website

Direct Profile URL

Verification History

Languages

edit
German (Germany)
English
Russian
Greek

Groups I Belong To

Berlin
Why: "A luminous centre of
intelligence...a wonderful city."--
Mark Twain on Berlin, 1892

Brainstorm ~
Redefined
Why: It seemed to be a bit easier

to join this group instead of Triple Nine
Society ;)

Electronic and Alternative-
Underground Clubscene of
Berlin

Why: boum! boum! boum!

Berlin (underground clubs -
electronic music - techno -
minimal - house)

Why: techno addict since 1991

Active in 16 more groups.
Show them all

view group posts

Couch Information

Can you host?

    See Friends    See Contact List    Print    

fighting against stupidity
+++ click here for some private closeups +++

View all 4 photos
edit photos

Personal Description

edit
Please read our couch description before you write a request.
Thanks! ♥ ♥ ♥

Mostly harmless. Agnostic, pacifist, humanist, hedonist. Decadent and
depraved (if you know what I'm talking about). Easily bored, yet easily
intrigued -- thank God for giving us the internet! 

I really believe in the concept of an open society, personal freedom and the
power of diversity, and I'm highly tolerant about cultural identity, beliefs,
sexual orientation, and your favorite chocolate brand. Any kind of violence,
prejudice, discrimination and intolerance make me sick. Or, as my
wonderful girlfriend puts it: 

"Bring your passion but please leave any fanaticism at home." 

Be warned! :) 

Bonus: dancing chicken. 

How I Participate in CS

Verification Process Started - Take the Next Step!

8

Expert
Expert
Beginner

Beginner

 73324:194233
 1381:19168

 1298:1123  1525:1127

▼Maybe

 

Stefan ▾ Surf 
Go Traveling

Host 
Invite Travelers

Activities 
Meet People

Groups 
Discuss Online
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Connect with Facebook!

Find Facebook friends who have
connected to CouchSurfing!

edit
Couch Available: Maybe
Preferred Gender: Any
Smoking allowed
Has children: No
Can host children: No
Has pets: No
Can host pets: No
Max Surfers Per Night: 2

Shared Sleeping Surface: No
Shared Room: No

Our schedule is tight (and a bit weird), so please don't blame your
karma if we do not accept your friendly request. :)

[…] invisible couchsurfers welcome ;)

Ms. K. and I live in a cosy (but slightly unfinished) apartment in Berlin
Wedding. It's quiet and not far from the city's centre (Main Station,
Reichstag, Brandenburg Gate), but it'll take some time to go to the fancier
areas (Kreuzberg, Neukölln, Friedrichshain). We have a couch in the living
room with space for 1-2 people (2 would have to share it).

Our apartment is under the roof and there is no elevator - so please
consider that you will have to climb 105 stairs to reach it.

Sharing cooking recipes, chocolate, wine, philosophical thoughts, and
LaTeX-commands is highly appreciated. So is saving water and energy.

"Bring your passion but please leave any fanaticism at home."

Standard Berlin disclaimer

Copy-and-paste-requests will get a copy-and-paste-reply. We cannot host
more than 2 people, we won't host people with empty profiles, and "hi
guys" is not our name. If you think "laid back and easy-going" is an
individual description, try to find a room here. We're happy to provide a
free place to stay, and to show you our favorite spots in town - still, we're
neither tourist guides, nor a hostel. 

PS: If you buy some of those silly sunglasses because you think they are
typical for Berlin, we will take them from you, flush them down the toilet,
and hit you with a newspaper. :-p

Friends (33)

edit friends

Map of friends

Kat Graindoff
27, Female
Rotterdam, Zuid-Holland
Netherlands
Friends since November 2006
"Drawing comics during lectures"
Friendship Type: Close Friend

           

ELISA K.
30, Female
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since March 2011
"He's the bicycle repair man! (Oooops,
I guess his secret identity is not so
secret anymore)"
Friendship Type: Close Friend
I vouched for DISCOVOLANTE

  

Pipi Lotta

FALLEN-LEAVES
21, Female
Mainz, Rhineland-Palatinate

edit According to reliable sources, I'm writing "probably the most annoying
messages in Berlin's CS forums" (but being in competition with Wiegald at
that point). 

If I like people, I sometimes show them nice and cosy bars and cafes in
Berlin … or I drag them to my favorite club for some sunday-morning
dance marathon :) 

CouchSurfing Experience

edit Surfing, hosting, trolling the forums, meeting interesting (and not-so-
interesting) people. 

Even though I love the Couchsurfing idea and I really appreciate having the
website, I think that behind the facade CS has some weird issues, and the
people who run the business have other interests than "bringing people
together" or "making the world a better place". Pity! 

Interests

edit Building snowmen in the sun. Have you ever tried? :) 

Apart from that, I love music, (contemporary) art, science, nature,
mongooses, Berlin, kamikaze bicycle rides, coffee, dancing, dancing,
dancing, tolerance, coffee, philosophy, psychology, my PhD thesis (almost
finished!!), research, coffee, cooking, sushi, and coffee. 

Philosophy

edit "I think so badly of philosophy that I don't like to talk about it." 
- Sir Karl Raimund Popper 

Music, Movies, Books

edit MUSIC: 
Jazz, Bossa Nova / MPB (Elis Regina, Tom Jobim, Roberto Menescal),
Modern Orchestral Music (my favorite composer is Béla Bartók), Electronic,
Blues / Folk / Indie (Mississippi John Hurt, Sonny Terry, Joanna Newsom,
Boxharp, Wye Oak, Here We Go Magic, Eels) ... and all kind of strange stuff
that can't be assigned to one genre, like Sparks, Spookey Ruben, Die
Form, and the magnificent Bobby Conn! 

For dancing, I prefer electronic music. Boum, boum, boum! 

BOOKS: 
Hunter S. Thompson, Chuck Palahniuk, Ken Kesey, Bret Easton Ellis,
Joseph Conrad, Erich Kästner, Joachim Ringelnatz, Thomas Bernhard 

MOVIES: 
Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas, Napoleon Dynamite, Dark Star, The Last
Temptation of Christ, 13 Moons, Gentlemen Broncos, One Week,
Fitzcarraldo; 
Coen Brothers, Terry Gilliam, Alexandre Roswell, Wes Anderson, Werner

20 20 2
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29, Female
Dorking, Surrey
England
Friends since December 2009
"ida nowhere?"
Friendship Type: Good Friend
I vouched for DISCOVOLANTE

  

Germany
Friends since April 2011
"We met on a couchsurfing party."
Friendship Type: Friend

     

Eva Catharina Saxebøl
26, Female
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since June 2010
"Minigolf tournament of the century!"
Friendship Type: Close Friend
I vouched for DISCOVOLANTE

           

BINARY
109, Male
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since August 2010
"From Ritterbutzke"
Friendship Type: Friend
I vouched for DISCOVOLANTE

  

Chris Mcbride
25, Male
Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya, Phra
Nakhon Si Ayutthaya
Thailand
Friends since November 2009
"intially through my animation
screening night, and have been friends
ever since"
Friendship Type: Good Friend

  

Martin Feller
43, Male
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since March 2011
"we met several times in Berlin"
Friendship Type: Friend
I vouched for DISCOVOLANTE

  

SVENROGER
36, Male
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since July 2009
"Berghain"
Friendship Type: Acquaintance

  

PATI KRUGER
29, Female
Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo
Brazil
Friends since September 2008
"Common friend"
Friendship Type: Friend

  

Myriam Bonne
25, Female
Valenciennes, Nord-Pas-de-Calais
France
Friends since February 2011
"danced together at Berghain !!!! :o)"
Friendship Type: Acquaintance

     

Klara Pestal
25, Female
Tetcice, South Moravian Region
Czech Republic
Friends since March 2011
"cs meeting in Berlin"
Friendship Type: CouchSurfing Friend

  

Carsten Schulz
29, Male
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since January 2011
"Concert"
Friendship Type: Good Friend

  

Amanda Kling
29, Female
Natal, Rio Grande do Norte
Brazil
Friends since March 2011
"cs"
Friendship Type: CouchSurfing Friend

  

Eoban Binder
26, Male
Bloomington, Indiana
United States
Friends since August 2012
"Surfed 4 days with him and his GF in
Berlin"
Friendship Type: CouchSurfing Friend

     

WIEGALD
36, Several people
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since December 2010
"He scared me to death!"
Friendship Type: Friend
I vouched for DISCOVOLANTE

           

YZABO

zettiness
33, Male
London, London

Herzog, Charles Chaplin 

TV SHOWS: 
Peep Show, Black Books, The IT Crowd, Monty Python's Flying Circus, The
Mighty Boosh, The Ren & Stimpy Show, Derrick 

QUOTES: 
"Think for yourself! Question authority!" (Timothy Leary on authorities) 
"Buy the ticket, take the ride!" (Hunter S. Thompson on consistency) 
"Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent." (Ludwig
Wittgenstein on Language) 
"Music expresses that which can not be said and on which it is impossible
to be silent." (Victor Hugo on the same topic) 

Types of People I enjoy

edit All who weren't born to follow ;) 
… and my wonderful girlfriend, because she can read invisible text :)

Teach, Learn, Share

edit useless wisdom ... I can share lots of that 

If somebody could teach me how to keep up the humor even in nasty
situations, that would possibly be the greatest gift I could imagine :) 

One Amazing Thing I've Seen or Done

edit In 1989, I joined the peaceful revolution in East-Germany. (Later I
figured out that revolutions do not change the things the way most people
would expect, but that's another story …) 

Opinion on the CouchSurfing.org Project

edit COUCHSURFING IS NOT A DATING WEBS...... D'OH! 

 

Locations Traveled

edit TRAVELED: Austria, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Spain, Sweden

see map
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edit

edit

106, Male
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since June 2011
"Bumped into him while doing
ethnological research in one of the
"Dark Rooms" of Berghain."
Friendship Type: Friend
I vouched for DISCOVOLANTE

  

England
Friends since February 2011
"Been travelling together thru the
depths of Berghain"
Friendship Type: CouchSurfing Friend

     

zuzzy83
29, Female
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since February 2011
"techno, panoramas and Sodoma :D"
Friendship Type: Friend

  

SCHOKOLADENKUCHEN
110, Female
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since January 2011
"Had a nice time drinking coffee and
having a great conversation"
Friendship Type: CouchSurfing Friend

  

CaptainDada
110, Male
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since January 2008
"meeting and clubbing in berlin"
Friendship Type: Friend

  

NETTERKUMPEL
42, Male
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since April 2010
"he is a perfect partner for some good
conversations over a bootle of wine ;)"
Friendship Type: CouchSurfing Friend
I vouched for DISCOVOLANTE

  

Jarek Kaniewski
36, Several people
Krakow, Lesser Poland
Poland
Friends since April 2009
"For one evening we spend together, I
think I know him quite well :)"
Friendship Type: CouchSurfing Friend

     

Kamila Mazur
27, Female
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since March 2010
"we met some times and also had some
cs diners together :)"
Friendship Type: CouchSurfing Friend

  

Esther Blodau-Konick
30, Female
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since August 2009
"Coffee in Berlin"
Friendship Type: Acquaintance

  

Tina Silva
28, Female
Chicago, Illinois
United States
Friends since August 2009
"Met and partied a bit in Berlin"
Friendship Type: CouchSurfing Friend

  

ana G.
36, Female
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since May 2012
"We live in the same neighborhood"
Friendship Type: CouchSurfing Friend

  

Raphael Daemen
30, Male
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since February 2010
"We played pool and went to Berghain"
Friendship Type: Acquaintance

  

flohfish
34, Male
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since February 2010
"Jazz Jam Session @ "Nachtschwärmer
bei Ernst" in Berlin-Wedding"
Friendship Type: Acquaintance

  

AXE.PULI
26, Male
Tempe, Arizona
United States
Friends since May 2011
"Met in the Berlin- wedding beer
scouting trip! introduced by Andreas"
Friendship Type: CouchSurfing Friend

  

From Jessika Griffin
 Bloomington, United States
     
Positive
I had a great time staying with Stefan and Elisa! I'm glad to have
had such a great first couchsurfing experience. It was great to hear
from Stefan about growing up in the GDR. He showed Eoban and I
to Teufelsberg, which is absolutely amazing!

For Jessika Griffin
 Bloomington, United States
     
Positive
Jessika and Eoban surfed our couch for 4 great days.
Together, we went to a Linux user's barbecue, explored the
abandoned buildings of an ex US army station and the former
Iraqi embassy of East-Berlin, survived a heavy hailstorm in
the middle of the forest, had a few of Berlin's best beers at a
micro brewery and visited a famous computer hacker's club.
Both Jessika and Eoban are smart, talkative and open-minded
people. If they ever come to your town, don't miss the chance
to meet 'em!

From Eoban Binder
 Bloomington, United States
      
Positive
Stefan and Elisa are mindblowingly awesome hosts, and reminded
me why I love CS. They're very easy-going and pleasant people,
and we learnt so much from them about East Germany and Greece,
certainly in a much more nuanced and personal way than could
ever have been gleaned from a guidebook.

They were very accommodating to all our needs, from some last-
minute schedule adjustments to accompanying us on a couple treks
to the outskirts of Berlin. Their flat has an excellent top-floor view
of the city (though there are many stairs to climb) and I
immediately felt at home on their sofa bed and at their dinner
table.

Staying with Stefan and Elisa really made our trip to Berlin.

For Eoban Binder
 Bloomington, United States
      
Positive
When I saw Eoban's CS profile for the first time, I knew I had
to host that guy: agnostic, socialist, Linux and Mac user? That
could be a description of myself! A couple of PM's later, he and
Jessika climbed the 105 stairs to our apartment in Berlin and
surfed our couch for 4 great days. Together, we went to a
Linux user's barbecue, explored the abandoned buildings of an
ex US army station and the former Iraqi embassy of East-
Berlin, survived a heavy hailstorm in the middle of the forest,
had a few of Berlin's best beers at a micro brewery and visited
a famous computer hacker's club. We spent a lot of time
talking, and it turned out that we have more than just a few
things in common (we even own(ed) a vintage VW beetle from
the exact same production year, 1973).

Bottom line: Good people! If they ever come to your town,
don't miss the chance to meet 'em!

From George Roldugin
 Madrid, Spain
     
Positive
I have had a great CS experience with Stefan and Elisa. A true
hospitality aside, they both have many of their own opinions to
share: the CS project, politics, people interaction, you name it.
Stefan is a tinkerer at heart while Elisa stayed in my memory as a
fighter for truth and freedom. All the best, guys!
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edit
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Cecilia e Ignacio
34, Several people
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since April 2010
"CS - Aperitivo Meeting, plus he is the
secret owner of Berghain ; ) !!!!"
Friendship Type: Friend

  

Max Josef
21, Male
Berlin, Berlin
Germany
Friends since April 2010
"Berlin CS aperitivo"
Friendship Type: CouchSurfing Friend

  

Caroline 
29, Female
Madrid, Madrid
Spain
Friends since March 2008
"I lived with Stefan in a shared flat.
He's a very nice and unproblematic guy
and was always patient when fixing my
PC problems. :-)"
Friendship Type: Good Friend

  

 

For George Roldugin
 Madrid, Spain
     
Positive
A smart, talkative and relaxed guy, who surfed our couch for
three days, joined us for some urban exploration and a few
beers, and made his good impression even better by helping
us solving some very special computer problems (like,
installing Android on an old iPod). PS: Thanks for the
chocolate!

From PARIS20 
 Paris, France
     
Positive
I have been warmly welcome by Stefan and Eliza in may for my
first time in Berlin. bike rides around the wall, nice chats, picnics
and sunny weather. I couldn't ask for more! Thank you for your
hospitality!
Danke shönn und ήταν σύντοµα, hopefully will our paths cross
again soon!

For PARIS20 
 Paris, France
     
Positive
Just the type of couchsurfer every host would enjoy: Nicolas'
request was friendly and personal, he is well organized, good-
humoured and very thoughtful. It was really a pleasure to
have you at our place, and to explore some places in Berlin we
hadn't seen before ourselves! :)

From ana G. 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
I'm very happy to find such nice neighbors! You are always
welcome for cafe, cake, roof, bar or what ever... How should the
world work if the village don't work?

For ana G. 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
A real worker, living in Berlin's last real worker's district (i.e.
Wedding, now that Neukölln became a hipster playground).
We share a passion for people waving red flags, the view over
the roofs of Berlin-Wedding, Jazz music, and a tiny micro-
brewery called Eschenbräu.

From SVENROGER 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
We've met each other a lot of times in the last two years. He is
always open for a good chat and its every time a pleasure for me to
talk to him. He is intelligent, kind of philosophical, open-minded
with a good sense of humour.

For SVENROGER 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
I first met Sven two years ago, when I joined a game of cards
with some friends of him at a techno party. Most of the time
we meet on (or around) the dancefloor, so I can't say much
about his qualities as a host. But he is relaxed, good-humored,
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widely travelled, always up for a good chat, and a perfect
guide to Berlin's hedonist nightlife, so I guess it's worth a try
;)

Also, he lived in shared flats for a long time, and I never heard
one of his flatmates complain ;-p

Cheers, mate!

From Martin Feller 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
I met Stefan at several occasions in Berlin, mainly CS events with
many beers involved.
We organized a pub crawl together and had loads of fun...

For Martin Feller 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
We met on different CS events, like an exhibition opening, a
minigolf tournament and the famous "Spelunkentour" (kind of
a pub crawl). When you meet Martin, it doesn't take long to
figure out that he's a very friendly, tolerant and thoughtful
guy, who's always up for a relaxed conversation :)

From Francesco Portamento Jr. 
 Perugia, Italy
    
Positive
He's soft and delicate like a flower

From Chris Mcbride 
 Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya, Thailand
     
Positive
Had great times with stefan in berlin, he's an easy going, liberated
guy, with a good sense of humour, and a serious clubbing side. he
has been a great guy to know in berlin, even if he does live in
wedding.

For Chris Mcbride 
 Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya, Thailand
     
Positive
Here's what the Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy says about
Chris McBride: 

"Chris is a man who always knows where his towel is!"

Indeed -- nothing more to say :)

From WIEGALD 
 Berlin, Germany
       
Positive
DAMN! he is more evil than me!
... but I work on it.

For WIEGALD 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
Andreas is one of the few persons who understand subtile
sarcasm without needing further explanation. Well, if that isn't
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worth a positive reference! :)

From CouchShiv 
 Berlin, Germany
    
Positive
stefan -- i wish i was not in berlin so that i could surf his place. we
met many times in berlin for various events and from what i gather
he has a very good sense of humor and a super knowledge about
berlin! be impressed :)

For CouchShiv 
 Berlin, Germany
    
Positive
Shiv's a friendly and curious guy, tolerant, eager for
knowledge and always up for a good discussion. Chatting with
him is always a pleasure and never gets boring :)

From FALLEN-LEAVES 
 Mainz, Germany
      
Positive
Stefan is a really nice guy. As I met him on a CS party in Berlin it
was really nice to talk to him. I was looking for a couch and he
hosted me spontaneously. We spent some really nice time together.
I'd like to see him again. =)

For FALLEN-LEAVES 
 Mainz, Germany
      
Positive
Usually, I don't host. Usually, Eva doesn't surf. Sounds like a
perfect combination, right? 

Bottom line: it worked out great, and I would always host her
again :)

From Carsten Schulz 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
Stefan events are always a success!

For Carsten Schulz 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
In his profile, Carsten describes himself "helpful, cheerful,
sociable and positive" - and that's exactly how I would
describe him. Somehow, he always knows about some secret
little house concerts (most of it folk music or singer/songwriter
events). Without his tips, I would have missed many of those
:)

From Myriam Bonne 
 Valenciennes, France
     
Positive
a great guy and a good dancer too ! ;-)
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For Myriam Bonne 
 Valenciennes, France
     
Positive
Great dancer and a good conversationalist with a positive
attitude and a contagious smile :)

From zettiness 
 London, England
     
Positive
Although meeting Stefan just briefly it was immediately clear he's
my blood -- techno blood that is. I think the fact he was texting me
about meetup in a 1500+ capacity club with me standing next to
him basically says it all :)
A thoughtful, sincere and passionate person I'd love to meet again
for some in-depth insights.

For zettiness 
 London, England
     
Positive
Our paths crossed at the perfect spot for two techno veterans:
Berghain's dancefloor. It was great fun to party with Zetty at
the center of the techno universe, and having a chat about the
"good old times" :) You're always welcome to Berlin, mate!

From Emilian Lalev 
 Sofia, Bulgaria
    
Positive
It was quite a nice adventure to meet Stefan! He kindly invited me
and my 2 friends to his place and we were enjoying homemade
cookies while I was repairing his mystic guitar :) Also he showed us
the most interesting thing ever - a vending machine for fishing bait.
Thanks for all and keep well dude!

For Emilian Lalev 
 Sofia, Bulgaria
    
Positive
During his stay in Berlin, Emilian came over to my place to
repair my old guitar, which was badly broken. He did a great
job (thanks again, mate!!). 

We also had a nice afternoon sitting in my kitchen with two
other CSers, and had a good chat. You're always welcome
back for tea and biscuits :)

From Eva Catharina Saxebøl 
 Berlin, Germany
       
Positive
So what is there to say about Stefan? Well, if I had to describe him
I would say that he is one of Gods own prototypes. A high-powered
mutant of some kind never even considered for mass production.
Too weird to live, and too rare to die. 

At one time he made me shoot the pasties off the nipples of a ten
foot bull dyke! I won a cotton candy goat! 

It cant get more crazy than that.

Anyways, if you meet him and hes giving you this strange look.... -
It's okay. He's just admiring the shape of your skull.

Still, its all good and definitely nothing like seeing your dead
grandmother crawling up your leg with a knife in her teeth.

Cheers mate!
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Cathi.

For Eva Catharina Saxebøl 
 Berlin, Germany
      
Positive
First of all, you have to know that not Gandalf the Wizard
killed the vile Balrog - it was Cathi the Brave! It happened at
Moebel Olfe in Berlin, and I am proud to be a witness of this
epic event!

She is Norwegian, which you can easily recognize because she
has the weirdest taste in food ... like waffles with brown
cheese, whale meat or lamb's head (which she doesn't eat
anymore, since she became a vegetarian many years ago).
Nevertheless, Cathi is an excellent cook and makes the best
pancakes in the world.

She is also known as the inventor of the Two-Day-Rule, which
is a slight variation of the famous Five-Second-Rule (if you
don't know what that is, look it up in Wikipedia).

Cathi is the best company for any occasion - no matter if it is
a game of miniature golf, a picnic on a lake (yes, ON a lake)
or an excursion to Berghain's darkrooms (if you don't know
what that is either, ask Wikipedia again!). Of course, for
sociological reasons only! :-D

Fred og Kjærlighet!
~Stefan

From Desmond-Shortt 
 Berlin, Germany
    
Positive
I am only giving Stefan a positive reference to prove a point. No, I
don't know what the point is.

For Desmond-Shortt 
 Berlin, Germany
    
Positive
Desmond once described me as "one sharp fucker". I take that
as a compliment :)

From Cecilia e Ignacio 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
It was very nice meeting Stefan at the CS Aperitivo Meeting here in
Berlin. Stefan, is the secret owner of Berghain ; ) !!! He gave me all
the tips to get in there: "latex shorts, and see-through T-Shirt",
among other items, ha, ha, ha ; ) !!! I look forward to meeting with
you again !!! 
P.S. I just read in your profile that you studied philosophy, cool !!!

For Cecilia e Ignacio 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
After I told Ignacio about Berlin's nightlife, he wanted to know
just everything about it's strange obscurities, so I told him
some "dark secrets" :-D We shared a good talk, which is quite
easy with Ignacio, because he's easy going, curious and
speaking perfect german (well, almost).

From Kamila Mazur 
 Berlin, Germany
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Positive
he's very likeable :D
during my trip he took care of my post and received packages
which i send to berlin.. 
i could always count on him!

For Kamila Mazur 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
Mila is great - always generous, courageous and optimistic.
I'm happy that I met her :)

From Tina Silva 
 Chicago, United States
     
Positive
Stefan and I met at a CS outing to go see Inglourious Basterds and
the following night partied together. He is a great person to chat
with and we got along very well. He helped me make my way home
on a night out in Berlin; a great guy!

For Tina Silva 
 Chicago, United States
     
Positive
Tina is such a nice person! She is very interested in other
cultures, so we were chatting a lot about german / european
culture, politics, art, music and movies. It was great fun to
meet her :-)

From Katja Sorensen 
 Copenhagen, Denmark
    
Positive
I met Stefan for a coffee in the sun in beautiful Berlin. Interesting
conversation! He is a very nice person.

For Katja Sorensen 
 Copenhagen, Denmark
    
Positive
Katja and I met in Berlin for a coffee *and* a beer one sunny
afternoon.

She's an open-minded and relaxed person, plus a good
conversationalist at all fields (culture, music, art, politics...). It
was a pleasure to chat with her :-)

From Esther Blodau-Konick 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
Stefan has excellent taste in cafes... we met for a coffee in Berlin in
an lovely unpretentious and cosy cafe. Though we met for an
interview for my thesis, we ended up talking for hours: it was really
nice!

For Esther Blodau-Konick 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
Esther and I met for some coffee and cake in Berlin. The
primary aim of the meeting was an interview for her master's
thesis about nomadic lifestyle (which is a very innovative and
ambitious project). She is very charming, intelligent and
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relaxed, and what started as an interview became a really nice
and interesting chat about life, travel and a shared aversion
for IKEA-catalogues (haha).

I really enjoyed that afternoon with Esther, and hope to meet
her again soon :-)

From Anna Dabrowska 
 Krakow, Poland
     
Positive
I highly recommend Stefan as guest - a very, very kind and polite
person and as conversation partner - intelligent and funny. Best
combination really! Stefan, mach's gut!

For Anna Dabrowska 
 Krakow, Poland
     
Positive
This was my very first (official) couchsurfing experience, and
Anna gave it a perfect start. She hosted me for two days and
nights in her shared flat in the wonderful district of Kazimierz.
As her flatmate Pawel was on a trip himself, I could sleep in
his room and therefore had lots of space :)

Additionally, Anna gave me a lot of useful tips - e.g. which
places to visit in Krakow or which restaurants and cafés to
go...

Thanks a lot! :)

From Jarek Kaniewski 
 Krakow, Poland
      
Positive
We hosted Stefan only for 1 night, but I had a chance to go out for
few beers with him, and I spend very nice time chatting. I think if
he stayed longer we could become good friends... but life is long,
who knows who knows :)

For Jarek Kaniewski 
 Krakow, Poland
       
Positive
Jarek and his family hosted me for one day and one night
during my very first couchsurfing trip and... well: I just wished
I could have stayed longer! 

They are very open-minded, friendly people and made my
stay in Krakow a really great experience. I hope to meet them
again soon (maybe on another trip to Krakow, or if they visit
Germany).

Thanks for everything! :)

UPDATE 2011: Jarek is not only a good host, but also a great
surfer to have around. Always kind, patient and very curious
about the city he's visiting and the people around him :)

From Kat Graindoff 
 Rotterdam, Netherlands
       
Positive
This man is the best brain-map-maker on this planet. And a good
empiricist in all fields, plus, a bright thinker with a sharp tongue
and a boyish smile. Sorry, if I keep on writing here, it might sound
unrealistic.
We've been friends for years now - and we are not going to stop.
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For Kat Graindoff 
 Rotterdam, Netherlands
       
Positive
I know Kathrin for many years. She's a superb singer and
songwriter, a very intelligent and humorous conversationalist,
an excellent cook - and she knows a lot of interesting and nice
people in Berlin. Needless to say, Kathrin is a great host!

From PATI KRUGER 
 Sao Paulo, Brazil
     
Positive
Stefan is a very cool guy!! He´s got a contagious good-humor and
is very patient with people who are learning another language, ; )
We´ve had some good chats and I hope we can carry them on in
some other opportunity!

For PATI KRUGER 
 Sao Paulo, Brazil
     
Positive
Pati an I met a couple of times in Berlin. She's a very pleasant
girl and I enjoyed chatting with her about brasilian music :-)

References DISCOVOLANTE left others

For iratxe Etxaluze
By DISCOVOLANTE 
 Bilbao, Spain
     
Positive
We almost missed Iratxe's arrival because our doorbell doesn't
work and we didn't hear the telephone when she called.
Fortunately, she was patient and waited for us to finally recognize
the call and open the door. It would've been a shame to miss her,
because hosting Iratxe was a very positive experience. She's a
great surfer - very friendly, generous, and full of humor. We did
some urban exploration together, went to a street festival and had
some frozen yoghurt :)

PS: Thanks for the food, it was amazing!

For Klaus Wald
By DISCOVOLANTE 
 Leipzig, Germany
    
Positive
Christian is writing his thesis on Couchsurfing. His mentor at
University of Leipzig confirmed to me that it really is a scientific
research project without commercial interest. Even if it's not the
original idea to use a CS profile for research, Christian was very
kind and patient in explaining his ideas to our community and
answering all our questions. Therefore, I give him this positive
reference. 

Please consider that I did not met him in person and cannot tell
everything about his qualities as a guest or host. This reference is
only for his transparent way of communication in our forums :)

For BINARY
By DISCOVOLANTE 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
Who in the land is the greenest of all? It's Tristan with his bright
mind and his sharp tongue, very tolerant but also straightforward
when different opinions meet. A great guide to Berlin's nightlife and
a perfect host who surely fits better into this weird, open, crazy city
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than any other CSer. ***** (5 stars)

For Mosa Mosa
By DISCOVOLANTE 
 Berlin, Germany
    
Positive
Berlin's cutest CSer! Mosa is the center of attention at any party, a
great conversationalist (non-verbal only) and last but not least an
epic dancer!

For flohfish
By DISCOVOLANTE 
 Berlin, Germany
     
Positive
We met at a jazz concert in Berlin. Florian and his girlfriend are cool
guys - make sure you meet them when you're in Berlin!

For Gabrielle Ledru
By DISCOVOLANTE 
 Nantes, France
    
Positive
During her last two stays in Berlin, Gabrielle and I discovered the
city's famous nightlife. Together with other CSers, we spend some
great nights at the cinema, bars, and clubs. Gabrielle is very
curious and even wants to learn our difficult language now :) If you
want to chat about philosophy and culture in the middle of the night
in some techno club after dancing for hours, you must meet
Gabrielle!

For Ignacio Duran
By DISCOVOLANTE 
 Chicago, United States
    
Positive
We met in a group with other couchsurfers in Berlin, went to
cinema and a bar together. Ignacio is a charismatic guy with
positive attitude and a great idea. He definitely got the CS spirit. If
he's in town, take your chance and meet him!

For Kelly Jeon
By DISCOVOLANTE 
 Seoul, South Korea
    
Positive
Kelly and I went out for a night in Berlin's famous club "Berghain".
She's a pleasant, spontaneous person and danced all night long :)

As the music was very loud, we didn't have much opportunity to
talk, but I think she has interesting stories to tell, too.

For Caroline 
By DISCOVOLANTE 
 Madrid, Spain
      
Positive
Caroline and I lived in the same shared flat for some months. She is
a very gentle and pleasing housemate!
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